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London/Moscow

Twenty three expelled Russian diplomats and their families 
left the embassy in London and headed back to Moscow 

yesterday. Three buses with 
diplomatic number plates left the 
Russian embassy compound in 
London on Tuesday morning, a 
Reuters photographer at the scene 
said.  Embassy workers waved to 
the leaving diplomats as the buses 
pulled away. 

London

Britain has withdrawn its offer to lead a European Union 
military force next year because of Brexit, the Ministry 

of Defence said. “The European 
Commission has been clear that 
a third country cannot be an 
EU Framework Nation and 
therefore the UK cannot lead an 
EU-badged Battlegroup just after 
we have left the EU,” a government 
spokesperson said.

-Vladimir Putin, 

Expelled diplomats leave Britain As for the tragedy that you mentioned, I found 
out about it from the media. The first thing that 
entered my head was that if it had been a military-
grade nerve agent, the people would have died 
on the spot. Secondly, Russia does not have such 
(nerve) agents. We destroyed 
all our chemical weapons 
under the supervision 
of international 
organizations,” 

Britain will not lead EU military

Russian President

It’s 
not often in 

a person’s lifetime to 
have the opportunity to 

attend a wondrous dining experi-
ence headed by one of the world’s 

most renowned chefs. Returning to 
Bahrain for an afternoon of culinary 

decadence, Wolfgang Puck is hosting 
a hallmarked brunch at CUT that will 
be beyond compare. Dining Brunch 

with Wolfgang Puck will be held 
on April 6 between 12.30pm 

and 4pm.

Prices

BD 24++ 
non-alcohol 

package

BD 24++ 
alcohol 

package – 
ladies

BD 34++ 
alcohol 

package – 
gentlemen

An opportunity 
not to be missed

Imagine an afternoon filled with tempting 
gastronomy. The brunch menu will feature 
Wolfgang’s personal signature à la carte 
favourites, plus impromptu dishes that he 
will prepare on the spot. Guests will enjoy 
mingling and taking photos with the influ-
ential maestro of flavour-centric experiences. 
Music by DJ Youss-F will further enhance the 
atmosphere. Revel in this awe-inspiring gas-
tronomic brunch experience. It’s simply an 
opportunity not to be missed.

Brussels

The European Union says 
international donors have 

raised 456 million euros ($560 
million) to build a desalination 
plant in the Gaza Strip to 
provide around 2 million 
people with safe drinking 
water.

At a pledging conference in 

Brussels on Tuesday, the EU 
offered more than 77 million 
euros, which combined with 
other donations will meet 
around 80 percent of the 
plant’s costs.

People in the impoverished 
coastal strip rely on an 
underground aquifer for their 
water. But quality is poor and 

Gazans are drawing off around 
four times what the aquifer can 
sustain each year.

The Palestinians say water 
shortages are creating health 
problems and exacerbating 
political tensions.

The EU says that funding the 
plant is part of its efforts to help 
build a Palestinian state. (AP)

$560m raised for Gaza 
water treatment plant

Manama

A deal has been reached 
with Solar One Company 

to provide houses of worship 
and Waqf properties with 
solar energy systems, said 
Electricity and Water Affairs 
ministry in a statement. 

Dr Abdulhussain Mirza, 
the Electricity and Water 
Affairs Minister signed the 
agreement with the Jafari 
Endowment Authority for 
the Solar One Company. 

The move, Dr Mirza said, 
“would improve energy 
efficiency and conservation” 
drive and will contribute to 
achieving the national goal 
of five per cent of energy use 
being solar by the year 2025.

The Minister also hailed 
the interest and personal 
follow-up of Minister of 
Justice, Islamic Affairs 
and Endowments, Shaikh 
Khalid Bin Ali Al Khalifa 
in utilizing solar energy in 
mosques and other religious 
establishments. 

The long-term agreement, 
according to the Minister, 
entails the installation of 
solar electricity production 
systems on its buildings in 
the Seef region and later 
on its properties around  
Bahrain. 

“This would also improve 
energy efficiency and 
conservation,” the Minister 
said adding that this, 

however, is not the first 
of its kind initiative in the 
Kingdom. “In the past, such 
a system has been installed 
at one of the establishments 
in the northern region last 
year, in coordination with 
the Electricity and Water 
Authority and the Sustainable 
Energy Unit.”

The minister applauded 
the efforts of the Department 
of Endowments, headed by 
Shaikh Mohsen Al Asfour and 
all officials and employees 
on their initiatives in this 
area. He also thanked Solar 
One, under the leadership 
of Chairman of the Board of 
Directors Rami Khalifa, for 
his efforts. 

Solar 
power

to light up 
Mosques

EWA, Waqf properties in pact on solar energy systems

Wolfgang Puck Asian BBQ

Wolfgang Puck at 
Four Seasons F1 
Party


